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Abstract: The aim of the article is to describe a set of biases in safety management practices and their
possible consequences for safety. We will outline main biases of safety management in four thematic
areas: beliefs about individual behavior, beliefs about organizations, safety models and safety
management methods. A common theme underlying the biases is a lack of systems view on safety. A
systemic safety management takes into account people, technology and organization and their
interaction in equal terms. Furthermore, such an approach can shift focus from people to technology to
organizational aspects depending on their current safety significance.
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1.  INTRODUCTION

Safety management practices are based on underlying models or theories of organization, human
behaviour and system safety. These theories are either explicit or implicit or a combination of both. An
important function of theories and models of safety management is that they create expectations and
suggest  potential  actions.  The  aim of  the  article  is  to  describe  a  set  of  biases  in  safety  management
approaches and their possible consequences for safety. We have tried to extract what safety
management professionals and researchers generally look for – and what they might miss. When
people form expectations, they assume that certain sequences of actions/events are likely to happen.
Such expectations and their associated assumptions are embedded into organizational practices,
routines, norms and management strategies [56, p. 41]. Expectations guide our attention and search for
evidence, thus making it easier to confirm the accuracy of our original expectations by neglecting
contradictory information. Expectations can also undermine reliable and resilient performance because
they encourage confirmation seeking, reliance on existing categories, and oversimplification.
Consequently, organizations should continuously work to override typical human tendencies to seek
confirmation and avoid disconfirmation [56].

Figure 1. A systems model of the safety management biases differentiating four interrelated thematic areas
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We will outline main biases of safety management in four thematic areas: beliefs about individual
behavior, beliefs about organizations, safety models and safety management methods. A common
theme underlying the biases is a lack of systems view on safety.  Each of the thematic areas includes a
number of biases that are elaborated below (figure 1). The list of biases is based on our experience in
various research and development projects in different safety critical environments (nuclear, health
care) as well as a review of relevant literature.

2.  BELIEFS ABOUT THE NATURE OF HUMAN BEHAVIOR

Views about how humans contribute to safety often remain negative among practitioners as well as
researchers  [cf.  38,  27].  In addition,  the practitioners’  view on the “human factor” is  much based on
the idea of a single human being responsible for the accident [27] in contrast with adopting a more
social and systemic framework. In this section we present four biases that shape this view.

2.1. Humans as fallible machines

It is often argued that over 80 percent of all accidents are caused by human errors or unsafe acts. This
statement may seem reasonable at first sight, since humans design, construct, operate and maintain
sociotechnical systems. This almost one hundred year old assumption still constitutes a basis for many
safety initiatives [29]. The abundance of human error is often used as a justification for various
“softer” methods such as behavioral programs or human factors training. In fact, in the e.g. nuclear
industry, the entire concept of “human performance” is sometimes understood as basically being error
prevention  programs  and  techniques  [40].  People  are  seen  as  a  threat  to  safety  because  they  may
perform unexpected actions. This makes the control of variation in human behaviour one of the main
challenges (though often visible only between the lines). The actions of human do not always fulfill
intended goals - this phenomenon is commonly associated with the concept of “human error”. The
concepts of ‘human error’ and ‘organizational factors’ are but general designations for unique actions,
measures or decision-making processes. They do not explain past incidents or predict the future any
better than the term ‘technical failure’ explains or prevents disturbance situations [31]. The propensity
to  label  negative  outcomes  as  due  to  individual  error  tells  more  about  general  human  tendencies  in
attributing causality than about the event itself. The attribution of error is a (social) judgment about
human performance made with the benefit of hindsight [57]. A more fruitful starting point would be to
treat human performance variability as a normal phenomenon behind both success and failure [19].

2.2. Fundamental attribution error

A typical human (and organizational) characteristic is a tendency to blame someone else’s mistake on
the basis of character (laziness, indifference, lack of ability), instead of situational or work conditions.
However, people have been found to explain and justify their own behaviour differently than others’
behaviour. The fundamental attribution error is a tendency for people to over-emphasize dispositional,
or personality-based (internal), explanations for behaviours observed in others while under-
emphasizing situational (external) explanations [11]. People have an unjustified tendency to assume
that another person's actions depend on what "kind" of person that person is rather than on the social
and environmental forces influencing the person. However, this same tendency does not apply to one’s
own behaviour when that behaviour is considered successful [11]. People claim more responsibility
for successes than for failures. This bias also seems to operate on the level of social identities, which
means that the successful actions of one’s own group are merited to the group’s characteristics,
whereas failures are attributed to external conditions [40].

Studies show that the more serious the situation is (to the individual or society), the more disagreeable
is the idea of the situation (e.g. an accident) happening due to pure chance. Chance also implies that
the same incident could target or could have targeted me. This is why people so readily stress the fact
that an incident could have been prevented and the person involved must have caused it [11, 31].
Locating the responsibility for incidents in individual decision makers also allows quick (and “dirty”)
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remedies such as firing, transferring or retraining the individuals [51]. A problem with these remedies
is that they are seldom very effective in achieving the goal of increasing safety and long term
productivity.

2.3. Bad apples – trait approaches to human behavior

People have a general tendency to perceive other people as having quite stable traits, and their
behaviour  as  less  dependent  on  context  than  their  own  [11].  Thus,  errors  and  mistakes  of  others  are
perceived as being due to stable traits (“bad apples”) rather than contextual reasons. Approaches
having this bias often emphasize the importance of individuals’ own attitudes to safety behavior. This
is  visible  e.g.  in  some  occupational  safety  campaigns  where  the  explicit  message  is  “you  are  all
professional and you know how to do your work safely, thus it is a matter of attitudes whether you
decide to work safely or not”. Traditional behavior based safety approaches (BBS) essentially share
the same underlying logic [22, 48].

Safety science research has argued for a shift to no-blame approach to safety [37, 9]. Adopting a “no-
blame” culture is an idealistic approach worth discussing in more depth since the “no-blame” approach
contradicts other goals and beliefs such as that people should be accountable for their actions. The
basic issue concerns under what conditions a person should be hold responsible. This is however a
much more intriguing and difficult question in comparison with the general quest for non-blame
cultures. Reason [37], for example, talks about a “just culture” to highlight the trade-offs between
reasonable and unreasonable blame.

2.4. Hindsight bias

In hindsight after an accident, many weaknesses existing in organisations are usually revealed. For
example, it is rather common to detect various forms of “deviations” from rules and regulations. Some
accident investigations practices equalize a deviation with a “cause”: however, the fact that something
did deviate from a prescribed rule is not necessarily a contributor to an accident or even an abnormal
event. On the contrary, routine noncompliance to written procedures and local adaptations are often a
norm rather than an exception [51,52]. Bourrier [17 p. 106] has argued, in the context of nuclear
power plant  maintenance,  that  "local  adjustments  to  and re-arrangements  of  rules  and,  at  times,  even
rule violations, are not only constant but necessary for organizations to effectively pursue their goals”.
Only when things go wrong are these adjustments considered negative.

Looking for human errors after an event is a ”safe” choice, since one always finds them in hindsight.
Looking and finding human errors makes it easier to find out who’s guilty for the accident, who
should be held accountable, and where preventative measures should be aimed. Unfortunately, the
preventative measures are usually misaimed when “the cause” has been attributed to individual error.
Accidents occur from a combination of many factors, which are not necessarily dangerous or
erroneous in isolation but together or when their consequences combine, they may expose the
organization to an accident. By blaming the individual, people can maintain the assumption (or an
illusion) that the system is basically safe, as soon as it can get rid of the “bad apples” [cf. 9, 4].

3.  BELIEFS ABOUT THE NATURE OF ORGANIZATIONS

Perspectives  to  the  nature  of  the  organization  vary  from  those  that  emphasize  the  social  and
interpretive aspects of organizations to more rationalistic approaches focusing on structures and
official routines [17]. Many theories of accidents and safety in industrial organizations are based on a
static and rational model of an organization as elaborated in this section.

3.1. The primacy of structure

Researchers and practitioners have a tendency to view social phenomena such as safety management
in individual terms and in terms of structure (e.g. an error) instead of process (e.g. performance
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variability). Often, this tendency is due to the fact that individual phenomena and individual behavior
is more apparent than social phenomena. In addition to that, structures are more stable (by definition)
than processes and as such they have been easier to study.

The reality of organizational life is usually very different from that described in formal documents.
This is natural in all social contexts and not dangerous by default. The search for deviations from the
prescribed  logic  of  the  organization  may  camouflage  reality  since  causes  are  attributed  based  on
observed deviations rather than exposing contextual factors that unfold the reality of organizational
activities. Antonsen et al. (4) point out that “one of the far-reaching consequences of such rationalistic
approaches [that view safety as compliance with the official procedures] is that planning and pre-
programming  are  separated  from  the  people  performing  the  work”.  This  can  lead  to  a  gap  between
work as imagined (by management and planners) and work as actually done (at the shop floor).
Hackman and Oldham [15, p. 75], studying work motivation, present the following thought-provoking
observation:  "[t]he  irony  is  that  in  many  such  significant  jobs,  precisely  because  the  task  is  so
important, management designs and supervises the work to ensure error-free performance, and
destroys employee motivation ... in the process.”

3.2. The neglect of emergence

The phenomenon of emergence refers to patterns, structures or properties emerging at the system level
(e.g., organization) that are difficult or impossible to explain in terms of the system’s components and
their interactions [45, p. 4]. Emergent phenomena cannot be reduced to their components. On an
individual level, mental properties may not be easily reduced to neurobiological properties. On the
organizational level emergent phenomena include shared beliefs and practices (culture) as well as
work climate [45]. These emergent phenomena affect the performance at the individual level.

For example, organizational culture has an influence on anyone working at the organization – the
influence that is either positive or negative in terms of safety outcomes. Weick has emphasized that
"strong cultures can compromise safety if they provide strong social order that encourages the
compounding of small failures" [55, cf. 44] and further that "organizations are defined by what they
ignore – ignorance that is embodied in assumptions – and by the extent to which people in them
neglect the same kinds of considerations" [55, p. 74].

The climate of competition and acute cost awareness affects the way companies conduct business, but
few accident investigations would blame such broad system factors (e.g. capitalism) when attributing
causes for accident [cf. 21]. However, Rasmussen and Svedung [36] have for example argued that
economical factors such as cost pressures in competitive environments are significant contributors to
large-scale accidents. They do not, however, take any political stance rather they assume the economic
environment as given and discuss the consequences for safety management in a “dynamic society”.
The “political” dimension is often lacking in much safety science research and discussion [cf. 3].

3.3. Economic rationality of organizational actors

Rational economic man acts to obtain the highest possible well-being for himself. This homo
economicus bases his choices on their utility; he seeks to attain very specific and predetermined goals
to the greatest extent with the least possible cost. In other words, he seeks to maximise utility by
weighing every choice against every other choice and choosing the choice that brings the most
positive outcomes in terms of the goals that he has set. This scientifically unproven belief is alive in
many management approaches. Still, according to the seminal work by March and Simon, decision-
making in real life situations is controlled by limited or bounded rationality and the search for a
satisfactory solution instead of a perfect one. Also, recent research has provided compelling evidence
that decision-making in natural work situations is seldom synonymous with conscious selection
between different alternatives. The available tools, the environment, people and the terminology used
affect the perceptions and interpretations of individuals [31, 23, 26]. Furthermore, risk perception is
influenced by the employee's duties, as well as his or her department and work role [1]. Thus, people
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may observe risks in their organization in systematically different ways. In practice, organizations
often engage in activities that seem non-rational: politics, power struggle and ‘entertainment’. With
hindsight, such activities may have led to useful new ideas or solutions to problems. At other times,
organizations may face problems because they use methods and thought patterns that have
traditionally worked well but are no longer suitable due to changes in the environment. Internal power
conflicts and lack of focus on important issues can also cause safety consequences. This is why the
‘non-rational’, emotional and political sides of organizational activities should not be excluded from
safety management approaches.

3.4. Misunderstanding learning and change

Some approaches  to  safety  management  are  based  on  a  static  view of  the  organization.  They  aim at
guaranteeing that nothing has changed, and that all the safety measures are still in place. They do not
typically acknowledge the inherent change of sociotechnical systems and the fact that yesterday’s
measures may be today’s countermeasures [40]. These approaches consider organizations as changing
only when the management decides upon a new structure or process. Otherwise the organization is
statically carrying out its tasks in the way the processes dictate, implies this approach. Weick [53, 54]
has emphasized that instead of speaking of organization, we should speak of organizing.  What  we
perceive as an organization is the (temporary) outcome of an interactive sense-making process [53].
Even heavily procedural complex sociotechnical systems adapt and change their practices locally and
continually [cf. 7, 9]. Routines and practices develop over time even without any noticeable change
pressure. People optimize their work practices, come up with shortcuts to make their work easier and
more interesting, lose interest in the commonplace and reoccurring phenomena, and have to make
tradeoffs between efficiency and thoroughness in daily tasks [19]. Sometimes change is needed in
order to keep things stable in the organization, i.e. to counteract external change pressures and internal
gradual drift of work practices. If everyday work requires too much adaptation and improvisation then
the system is unstable and change management is needed to stabilise it.

Defining failure and success are social and political processes, and by reinterpreting the history, each
can be turned into another [6, 54]. Sagan [44] reminds researchers and practitioners of “the
resourcefulness with which committed individuals and organizations can turn the experience of failure
into the memory of success”. For successful organizations the danger is in developing a complacent
attitude if the future is considered an automatic repetition of history. Learning is more than an
accumulation of knowledge; it involves a continuous change and development of thinking (and action)
in a specific operating environment. Learning also does not mean simply an accumulation of (work)
experience. Long experience does not necessarily and automatically lead to more advanced models of
thinking and action, but may rather result in restricted routines that are difficult to change. Connected
to learning is the issue of certainty versus uncertainty. It is often emphasized in safety critical domains
that one should know what one is doing or stop the work. This makes the handling of uncertainties a
personal question linked to professional competence [31]. In terms of competence development and
sense of control it is important to understand that uncertainty is never caused by an individual alone
but  is  rather  related  to  the  object  of  work  and  to  the  characteristics  of  the  complex  sociotechnical
system where the work is carried out [30, 31].

4.  BIASES IN UTILIZING SAFETY MANAGEMENT METHODS

Often the available methods (and their implicit assumptions) dictate what to look for and analyze,
instead of the phenomena dictating what kinds of methods one should utilize. Still, the methods for
risk assessment and accident investigation typically develop more slowly than the sociotechnical
systems they are supposed to help in managing. Thus, methods often “lag behind reality” [20].

4.1. Over-quantification

Being  able  to  quantify  a  variable  is  usually  (and  rightly)  perceived  as  a  hallmark  of  control.  The
validity and reliability of various measures associated with risk and safety (and their associated
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models)  is  a  much-discussed  subject  in  safety  science.  Naturally,  numbers  are  no  problem  (or  a
solution) in themselves but rather how one makes sense of these numbers. In particular it is important,
as far as possible, to make hidden assumptions explicit and to reveal the uncertainties associated with
safety measures. Secondly, performance indicators that are easy to quantify may divert attention from
more  subtle  but  important  issues  -  such  as  issues  of  power  in  organizations.  Also  many  issues  of
subjective risk and “gut feelings” are difficult to monitor by quantitative indicators. People may
experience that “something is wrong” or “missing” but without being able to clearly communicate
what it is. If an organisation consequently dismisses such reports as reflection of general complaints
rather than something that actually could be a vague perception of an existing risk, then subtle but
existing risk might prevail although they in fact already have been detected. What we often call
“intuition” is not some mystical faculty of the mind but rather a consequence of experience based
pattern recognition that can express itself rather vaguely as a feeling of recognition [25]. Thirdly,
without any underlying model describing the postulated causal relations among a set of performance
measures it  is  indeed difficult  to  know why a change has occurred (learning)  and what  it  implies  for
safety management strategies. One example of over-quantification relates to the “iceberg” folk models
of safety where small incidents are counted in the hope of predicting when a more serious event will
take place. Another bias involves a type of binary thinking where an existence (1 or 0) of a system or
procedure takes precedence over its actual functioning [cf. 4], e.g. in auditing or development.

4.2. Imbalance between analysis, interpretation and action

When safety related problems are identified they have to be “solved” or coped with in some way or the
other. Results from the problem finding processes should thus be transformed into reliable and robust
solutions since there is of course no point in having an effective problem identification process if its
output is not used as a basis for remedial actions. Also, it is not uncommon for organisations to collect
masses of data but with no or little subsequent utilization. Turning data into information and action
often presents a bigger problem than implied in safety management manuals. It is sometimes tacitly
assumed that solutions are found more or less directly from the problem statements and that people
engaged in accident investigations are therefore assumed to present a set of recommendations.
However, it is often the case that accident investigation manuals give very little attention to problem
solving activities [28] – standard recommendations such as more instructions and more training are not
necessarily those that in the long run produce reliable solutions. This bias manifests also with safety
performance indicators where a lot of time and effort is devoted to the collection of indicator data and
much less effort on the subsequent interpretation of what the data is indicating [see 41].

Another bias associated with problem analysis is the emphasis on having “all the facts” before acting.
This is related to the organization’s way of dealing with uncertainty. This emphasis can paralyze an
organization  when  it  has  to  deal  with  issues  where  it  is  impossible  to  ever  completely  remove  the
uncertainty by collecting more data. Finally, the selection of countermeasures or corrective actions
that match the level of perceived or analysed problem or threat is challenging. There is always the
danger of over-reacting or under-reacting to the signals.

4.3. Bounded method focus

Sometimes there is an emphasis on safety management that everything has to be proceduralized.
Correct performance can then be defined as strict adherence to rules and procedures. This same bias
can apply to safety management tools and methods. For example, human error prevention and human
performance enhancement tools often embed a narrow view on safety and human behaviour as being
compliance to rules and visible safe behaviour. At their best, these tools can improve understanding
and be a part of competence development if they are based on systemic view on safety and used in the
right way. Unfortunately the underlying models of safety and safe performance of these tools are not
always made explicit. Also some methods used for event investigation and risk analysis can prevent
safety management development if they are not regularly checked for fitness to the actual situation and
the changes in environment that might have occurred. When complexity increases in an organisation
this could mean that the tools for event investigation, risk analysis etc, should be reviewed, perhaps
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other methods are more suited as a result of enhanced complexity. Also ideas for organisational
arrangements, including organisational innovations popular at the time, should be reviewed for fitness
to the current situation. Unfortunately not all management innovation adopted for increasing
productivity and efficiency are similarly suited applied in a risk management context.

Another side of the bounded method focus relates to abandonment of all concepts that cannot be
operationalized and measured precisely. Dekker and Hollnagel [10] also warn against rejecting
outright the human factors folk models. Some of the folk models may be able to generate useful
empirical results, if only given time and opportunity to do so. What is important is that the
falsifiability of the new explanations is larger than that of previous concepts and models.

4.4. Over-generalization

There is often an implicit assumption of context-free cures for analysed events in accident analysis
manuals that provide “boxes” with text such as “suggestion of remedial action” or “follow up” as a
context free chain of activities. The interface problems between the different stages in this process are
typically not mentioned at all, or to a small extent. Moreover, the typical manual gives very little
advice to the practitioner about how the identified weaknesses can be conquered and how the remedial
actions should be selected. Non-contextual models serve the purpose of abstracting common themes
among branches but they can be dangerous if they camouflage specific hazards or tasks. Another
example of over-generalizing concerns different types of hazards; i.e., an increase in occupational
accidents is postulated to mean that the risk of a serious process or production related accident has
increased. These iceberg or pyramid models of safety postulate a causal relation between the causes of
small injuries and causes of large accidents that scientific evidence does not corroborate [49].

Change management literature has many linear and non-contextual models for achieving change in
organizational performance [42]. However, they seldom consider the fact that organizational changes
in structures or practices are always interpreted and experienced in the light of the existing practices
and culture of the organization. Their effect on performance is thus dependent on the meanings
attributed  to  them by  the  personnel.  This  means  that  a  structure  or  practice  that  has  worked  well  in
another organization or another industry can be interpreted and experienced totally differently in the
existing culture. This has to be taken into account when borrowing solutions from another industries or
organizations.

5. BIASES IN UNDERLYING SAFETY MODELS

Research has shown that concepts such as human factors, safety management, accident, or safety
culture have different meanings, definitions and usages within the practitioners as well as within the
research community [29, 9, 49, 50, 24, 28]. In this section we will deal with biases in safety models.

5.1. Reliance on beliefs and folk models

Steele and Pariés [50] point out that some of the common assumptions about aviation safety [prevalent
in the field] are either false or do not hold under certain conditions. Examples of the kind of
assumptions they refer to are: ‘humans are a liability’ or ‘accidents occur as a linear chain of events’
or ‘following the procedures guarantees safety’. These assumptions were assumed to be ‘truths’ and
were taken for granted without most people even being aware of them or considering them possible
points for debate. Many of the models and methods currently in use are based on these assumptions.
The authors conclude that the current methods do not meet the needs of the modern aviation industry
and may in fact prevent further progress.

The accident models that personnel have incorporate beliefs about accidents and the human
contribution to safety. When these beliefs are implicit, they might be “dangerous” in the sense that
people might have misconceptions about safety. For example, people may believe that there is a direct
one-to-one relation between the elimination of a “cause” and the elimination of a resulting “effect”.
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For instance, models suggesting causal influence of management decisions into work-conditions,
producing human errors that lead to accidents, largely neglect the reciprocal influence patterns among
objects and events both within and between different levels of explanation. This, in turn, may evoke
false  beliefs  about  the  strengths  of  the  remedial  actions  suggested  as  well  as  that  the  nature  of  the
identified “causes”. For example, simplified “human factor” solutions in terms of “more training and
more instructions” frequently appear in event analysis reports - reports that otherwise might have
strong technological biases in terms of identified causes.

Experience often narrows one’s point of view to some “pet” theories or solutions that have worked
well in the past. As experience accumulates, people learn what works well and what does not. These
well-working solutions became personal preferences that are then applied to a wide range of
situations. Relying on experience makes sense in many cases, but it has its drawbacks. Experience and
the implicit  beliefs  formed with it  have a  strong influence on what  the safety specialist  subsequently
pays attention to, what he considers important, and what he ultimately finds out. Dekker and Hollnagel
[10] write: “The greatest risk of folk models is that they appear to make sense, even though statements
and conclusions may not be falsifiable. They may therefore seem more plausible than articulated
models, since the latter require an understanding of the underlying mechanisms.” [10, p. 84].

5.2. Belief in linear causality

As noted by e.g. Hollnagel [18, 20] many accident models still share a linear philosophy in describing
accident causation and fail to focus on the dynamic interplay among factors. Models of linear causality
propose that  the effect  is  proportional  to  cause;  the larger  the cause the larger  the effect.  This  means
that  serious  effects  (e.g.  accidents)  are  believed  to  be  caused  by  serious,  or  big,  causes  (e.g.  major
negligence or ineptitude). Instead, in non-linear systems, according to systemic models, small causes
can produce arbitrarily large effects [cf. 33]. The outputs are not necessarily proportional to the inputs.
Rollenhagen [43] points out that when dealing with people, technology and organizations we are
dealing with causally interdependent categories and it makes little sense to attribute (generic) causal
primacy to any of the categories in safety models: “To depart from technology in itself without
recognition of its interaction with human and organisation makes little sense, and departing from
‘‘culture” in itself without understanding how technology and organisations shape beliefs, moral,
values, attitudes and behaviours is also problematic” [43].

Causal explanations of incidents and accidents have implications for organizational control [51, 32].
Locating the responsibility for incidents in individual decision makers allows quick (and “dirty”)
remedies such as firing, transferring or retraining the individuals [51, p. 392]. These methods of
“developing” organizational safety mask important systemic issues behind the incidents. An implicit
belief  in  linear  causality  is  also  a  common  folk  model.  The  same  problem  occurs  in  the  “deeper”
theories of organizational culture [46], where future behaviour is predicted as a repetition of past
behaviour or manifestation of assumptions born out of past behaviour.

5.3. One size fits all in safety science

Barley and Kunda argue that since the dawn of systems theory in the end of the sixties "work has
slipped increasingly into the background as organizational theory converged on the study of strategies,
structures, and environments as its central and defining interests" [5, p. 76]. Rasmussen also points out
that even in the safety critical area, “management theories tend to be independent of the substance
matter context of a given organization” [35, p. 872].

According to many academic organizational researchers [16, 14, 8] the concept of safety culture has
become a catch-all concept for psychological and human factors issues in sociotechnical systems. The
critique e.g. expresses a concern that safety culture is not seen as a contextual phenomenon, but as a
kind of general ideal model without adequate consideration of the work itself being carried out in the
organization in question. Furthermore, the specific features of a safety culture inherent in a specific
branch or task may be neglected in general safety management practices. But there is also a problem in
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the opposite direction: various arenas of safety have produced more or less self-contained regulatory
regimes. Depending on national laws and regulations, we can find that “occupational safety”, “patient
safety”, “radiological safety” in fact becomes so context dependent that the common features among
these different safeties becomes a problem. Various safeties may in fact “compete” with each other in
the same organization – attempts  to  satisfy the demands in one area can lead to sacrifices  in  another
area of safety. A more contextual approach is needed that emphasizes simultaneously the productivity,
safety and health of the sociotechnical system, i.e. takes into account the core task of the organization
[39]. Organizational core task denotes this work in context and its understanding is important for
safety managers as well as other personnel. This apparent paradox between context free
generalizations (e.g. general accident models, generic safety culture dimensions etc) and specific
context oriented regulatory demands is by no means easy to handle. The safety management systems
must  be  sufficiently  fine  grained  to  incorporate  specific  hazards,  tasks  etc.  found  in  a  various  task
domains but at the same time general enough to integrate various types of safeties found in many
complex socio-technical systems.

5.4. Safety as absence of accidents, errors, deviations and uncertainty

It is surprising how often the definition of “safety” is taken-for-granted. In practice the different
definitions of safety that are used explicitly or implicitly affect the safety management priorities and
practices. Many implicit models embed an idea of safety as an absence of something or the missing
inadequacy of something, e.g., the fewer the number of unplanned scrams or INES rated events, the
higher the safety level at a nuclear power plant. Another bad example would the using the number of
human errors to postulate the safety level, i.e. the fewer human errors the higher the safety level. It can
be argued that safety should also refer to presence of something, not only absence [18, 43].

Many safety management approaches seem to depart from the often implicit assumption that reliability
is synonymous with avoiding errors. People are perceived as a threat to safety because they may
perform unexpected actions, neglect or bend the rules, forget things, miscalculate, act before thinking
things through, and so on. This makes the reduction of variation in human performance one of the
main challenges and goals of management. This is a problematic viewpoint. The variation, adaptability
and innovation inherent in human activities enable complex organizations to carry out their tasks.
More often than causing hazards, people probably carry out their duties exactly as they should, fixing
defects in technology, compensating for bad tool or work design or stopping a dangerous chain of
events based on intuition [31, 19]. This is why heavy constraints on normal human behaviour would
most likely erode the activities of organizations and reduce work motivation. Safety critical
organizations are so complex and deal with such technically difficult phenomena that it is unrealistic
to think that all of the uncertainties could be removed. In our view, however, organizations do not
discuss this aspect very much [cf. 32, 31]. The responsibility for dealing with uncertainties and doubts
as  to  whether  all  of  the  consequences  of  activities  are  known  is  often  left  to  the  work  groups  and
individuals in charge of actual work.

Grote [12] discusses two basic approaches to managing uncertainty in organizations: (1) minimizing
uncertainty, and (2) coping with uncertainty. The first strategy is mainly based on a feed-forward
control i.e. relying on planning and monitoring of plans. By and large, this strategy has been
implemented by means of detailed rules and regulations intended to guide actors through complex task
domains – little freedom is allowed for local initiatives. The second approach, associated with open
system theories, focus on giving actor freedom to locally cope with uncertainty by means of feedback
control. One of the assumptions here is that “local actors need to be given as many degrees of freedom
as possible, achieving concerted action mainly through lateral, task-induced coordination” [12, p.
268]. Another way to frame these two strategies is in terms of the distribution of autonomy and control
[13] interpreted as self-determination regarding rules and rules to follow (autonomy) in contrast with
control “as the influence on a given situation allowing to reach goals which have been determined
either autonomously or by others [12, p. 268]. Finding a proper balance among different safety
management strategies associated with uncertainty is at the core of many safety problems: a system
should  be  designed  to  allow  for  prediction  and  control  but  at  the  same  time  be  flexible  enough  to
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adapt, innovate and learn [34, 58]. One of our interests in this line of thinking which is of relevance for
“biases” in safety management thinking concerns various beliefs about “the human factor”: if human
is dominantly portrayed as a risk factor, then it makes sense to limit variability to fight the “human
error”. But since human initiative and flexibility also provides the fuel for avoiding disasters, a safety
management system must provide sufficient flexibility to support safe adaptation and learning.

6. LACK OF SYSTEMS VIEW

Concepts such as safety, reliability, or human factors are not absolute; rather, organizations construct
their meaning and act in accordance to this constructed meaning [40]. For example, if the organization
socially constructs a view that the essence of safety is to prevent individuals - the weakest links in the
system  -  from  committing  errors,  the  countermeasures  are  likely  to  be  targeted  at  individuals  and
include  training,  demotion  and  blaming.  When  the  view  is  not  based  on  scientific  or  empirical
evidence and its functioning is not reflected in the organization we can speak of it being a bias.

The reciprocal causality of technology and the human elements of the system tend to be neglected in
safety management field. People create technology, structures, and processes, which in turn influence
how people think, feel, and act. The members of an organization assign meanings and beliefs to
organizational elements (structures, systems and tools, others’ behaviour) and these assigned meanings
in turn influence the ways in which the members behave [48, 2, 54]. Even the technological solutions
and tools are given meanings by their designers and users, which affect their subsequent utilization.

Conflicting goals are one of the sources of risky behaviour even in well-intentioned organizations.
Safety and profitability, efficiency and thoroughness or occupational safety and production (or
process) safety may conflict in real life. On the other hand, the long-term goals of the organization do
not necessarily conflict, for example, in the sense that improvements to safety would always threaten
financial profitability. Still, the goals do have different time perspectives in terms of return on
investments. The challenge is not in determining whether safety and economy are in conflict, but in
the ability to balance resources and focus attention on issues that most deserve it to ensure long term
effectiveness - be they safety, production or personnel-related.

7.  CONCLUSIONS

At worst, the biases depicted in this article can lead to an approach where people are treated as isolated
and independent actors who make (bad) decisions in a social vacuum and who pose a threat to safety.
Such an approach aims at building barriers and constraints to human performance and neglects the
measures aiming at providing prerequisites and organizational conditions for people to work
effectively. This reductionist view on safety management can also lead to a too strong separation of so
called human factors from technical issues, undermining the holistic view on system safety. The five
thematic areas, typical biases and their potential safety consequences are illustrated in Table 1.

A systemic safety management takes into account people, technology and organization and their
interaction in equal terms. Furthermore, such an approach can shift focus from people to technology to
organizational aspects depending on their current safety significance. More attention needs to be
devoted to understanding why things are usually done well enough at the organization instead of
looking at why things went wrong. Also in accident investigations it is important to inspect why
people acted the way they did, and why did it make sense to them at that time [cf. 9, 19, 20].

Reflection is an important aspect of safety management. Safety managers, developers and safety
scientists should reflect from time to time what assumptions they have concerning individual,
organizations and safety. They should also reflect on the assumptions embedded in the methods they
use; do these allow systemic issues to emerge or are they biased toward some type of phenomena.
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Table 1: The five thematic areas and typical biases and potential safety consequences associated
with those areas
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